
CROWDESTOR is announcing a new investment opportunity: ZEUM Tokens Sale -

Invitation-only Private Investment Round

A unique investment opportunity for CROWDESTOR investors. CROWDESTOR investor

community is offered to purchase ZEUM tokens for €0.02652 (0.0313 USD)*, while the

token price at the Initial Dex Offering (IDO) will be set at 0.05 USD. This offer puts the

CROWDESTOR community at an advantage over other retail investors, as the majority

will be able to enter only at the IDO stage and purchase the ZEUM tokens at a much

higher price. The minimum investment is 500 EUR, and in this round 1, 885 369 tokens

are available at a total value of 50 000 EUR.

Cashback does not apply to this project.

*USDC gas fee (transaction) fee is not included in the investment and has to be paid by

the investor.

The transaction will be implemented through a Czech company, “Fidelity Alliance”

registration number 05366011, which has a cryptocurrency exchange license, allowing

CROWDESTOR investors with significantly smaller financial participation to take part in

this project and acquire tokens in a Private Round. 

After the unlock period, tokens will be stored in a wallet controlled by CROWDESTOR.

The investor can claim Utility Tokens once per month till the 15th. date. Utility Tokens

will be delivered to the Investor`s virtual wallet by the 15th—date of the next month. The

Investor undertakes to pay all expenses related to the transaction of the financial

instrument.

The ZEUM token is a unique cryptocurrency made to service the COLIZEUM ecosystem,

which has the vast potential to disrupt the entire gaming market valued at 175. B USD.

 Moreover, the gaming market is anticipated to be among the fastest-growing in the

coming decades and is expected to grow at least two-fold by 2026.

The growth of the token price will be driven by the indigenous passion for spicing up the

gaming experience by placing a bet. Moreover, actions like hosting tournaments and

attracting new users within the COLIZEUM platform will require ZEUM tokens. Which

means the demand for a limited amount of token will grow constantly. The investors

seeking to profit from price fluctuations will contribute to the token price growth as

well.   

As stated by PricewaterhouseCoopers in the "Money is no object: Understanding the

evolving cryptocurrency market" report, "cryptocurrency represents the beginning of a

new phase of technology-driven markets that have the potential to disrupt conventional

market strategies, longstanding business practices, and established regulatory

perspectives—all to the benefit of consumers and broader macroeconomic efficiency."

Token Price: €0.02652

*USDC gas fee (transaction) fee is not included in the

investment and has to be paid by the investor.

BUY

€ 500.00

Token Count 18853

Tokens Available:

631 749
Available Token Value:

16 754.00€
Opens:

2021/09/16
Expires:

2021/09/21

Type:

Token
Location:

Worldwide
Tokens Purchased:

1 253 620
Purchased Token Value:

33 246.00€
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

The global gaming market is estimated at 175.8B USD, with mobile games taking 52%

or 90.7B USD. The further growth of the mobile segment is driven by increasing

worldwide smartphone penetration - it is expected to reach 53.8% by 2023.

Competitive Gaming or Esports are also on the rise, with global forecasted revenue

reaching 1.09B USD in 2021 and up to 2.17B USD in 2023.

The mobile cash game market has skyrocketed by 78%, from 887M USD in 2019 to

1.59B USD in 2020.

Spending on mobile gaming on the AppStore and PlayStore together has grown over

70% from Q1 2018 till Q1 2021 to $22.2 billion; coupled with influencer marketing

growth of 711% from 2016 until mid-2021 to $13.8 billion, the potential in creating a

tournament platform and tokenizing it is immense.

While the gaming market is obviously on the rise, the major challenges persist.

Monetization and user acquisition are still dominated by middlemen like platform

holders and ad exchanges. COLIZEUM is going to address those challenges by creating

an ecosystem that eliminates the need for intermediaries and facilitates a more fair and

transparent profit distribution model.

It will result in lower development and user acquisition cost for game devs, accessible

gaming skill monetization options for the players, and new ways of audience

engagement for the influencers. Moreover, game developers will no longer be deprived

of profit coming from derivative markets like betting, as the COLIZEUM prediction

market model includes the developer's share of 2.5%.

THE ZEUM TOKEN

The ZEUM token will be used to facilitate all the transactions in the COLIZEUM

ecosystem, be it advertising, in-game tournaments, or prediction markets (betting). It will

also be traded on cryptocurrency exchanges like other cryptocurrencies. The token price

at the Initial Dex Offering will be set at 0.05 USD, while CROWDESTOR investors will be

able to purchase the tokens for 0.0313 USD. A Token Lockup will be implemented for six

months in order to avoid the price drop after the IDO. 
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Despite ZEUM being initially launched as an ERC-20 token, it will inevitably migrate to

Cardano as soon as smart contract capabilities are available. There are many reasons

behind our choice of Cardano as the layer-1 solution for COLIZEUM:

With millions of daily users, hundreds of thousands of tournaments, marketplace

trading, and more, it is paramount to be supported by a blockchain capable of

addressing this volume. Cardano has the stack required to handle this anticipated

massive load of transactions.

Cardano's community has proved to be already vast even without smart contract

capabilities. When looking for the right blockchain, we also intended to find a

community relatively comparable with the one COLIZEUM plans to create.

With a layer of transacting and even gambling, it is important to define a layer-

1solution capable of sorting regulatory obstacles. Cardano has a built-in regtech layer

(with on-chain passports, etc.), making it one of the few (and best) options for

Colizeum.

Thanks to its very own nature and formation, its PoS consensus mechanism makes

development and NFT minting on the Cardano ecosystem a seamless (not to mention

faster and affordable) experience.

Native SDK for Cardano dApps.

COLIZEUM proposes in-game wallets for interacting with Cardano native tokens

exclusively.

 

THE COLIZEUM PLATFORM
COLIZEUM is a virtual environment hosting games and apps similar to Steam on PC. The

core difference is the blockchain-based infrastructure behind it. It can be used for in-

game tournaments, betting, and user acquisition in a fair and transparent way, which

benefits gamers, developers, and influencers instead of middlemen like platform

holders, ad exchanges, and bookmakers.

COLIZEUM is meant to solve six problems of modern gaming:

Platforms like Google Play, App Store, and Steam charge up to 30% commission for

in-game purchases. COLIZEUM offers a tokenization engine as a service, which

enables a radical reduction of fees paid.

User acquisition is dominated by ad exchanges. The exuberant fees charged by ad

exchanges are passed to consumers making gaming more expensive. COLIZEUM

attention marketplace utilizes token staking to enable transparent user acquisition

powered by smart contracts.

Game developers do not get any share from betting. Within the COLIZEOM

ecosystem, the game developer receives a 2.5% share of all the staked ZEUM

tokens.

Skill-based games are hard to monetize. Decentralized token tournaments and

prediction markets offered as a service drastically improve the time-to-

monetization. The developers get a ~3% share from the tournament prize pool and a

2.5% share of bids made on the prediction market.

Mobile game developers monetize only ~3% of players. COLIZEUM offers a way to

monetize the players' attention as a service to game devs and influencers.

CROWDESTOR investors are offered to purchase ZEUM tokens, which will be used as a

currency in the COLIZEUM ecosystem and traded as a regular cryptocurrency. The price

of the token at the Initial Dex Offering will be set at 0.05 USD, while CROWDESTOR

investors will be able to purchase the tokens at a price of €0.02652 (0.0313 USD)*. The

minimum investment is 500 EUR, and in this round 1 885 369 tokens are available at a

total value of 50 000 EUR. A Token Lockup will be implemented for six months in order

to avoid the price drop after the IDO.

*USDC gas fee (transaction) fee is not included in the investment and has to be paid by

the investor.

WHO'S BEHIND COLIZEUM
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COLIZEUM is built by an industry-leading team of experts. The team has over ten years

of experience in the gaming and crypto industries and a combined value of over 1B USD

exits.

Some of the COLIZEUM team previous projects:

EXANTE: First conventional brokerage company to offer crypto products.

XAI FUND: First altcoin index fund. Listed on NASDAQ.

BEETROOT LAB: First company to integrate DeFi and smart contracts in mobile

games.

EXANTECH: Conducts research in the spheres of blockchain, cryptography, UX,

alternative, and regular investments.

STASIS: First regulated and audited EUR stable coin.

CHILLIZ: First football fan engagement token contribution.

AMOVEO: Open-source blockchain platform for financial markets and derivative

contracts.

DEFIX: First decentralized finance index fund listed on NASDAQ.

Testimonials

THE PILOT PROJECT

COLIZEUM will take off together with Dystopia: contest of heroes and its massive

worldwide tournament with a potential audience of 1 000 000 players. This will be the

first case of blockchain mass adoption in mobile gaming.

The tournament will be hosted by Conor McGregor, and the prize pool will consist of

Lamborghini and ZEUM tokens.

 

To see full information about the project

FIGHT FOR YOUR FUTURE TODAY!FIGHT FOR YOUR FUTURE TODAY!
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Subscribe to newsletter
Subscribe to our newsletter and stay updated on the latest investments and special

offers!

Your name Your e-mail

SUBSCRIBE

  Narva mnt 5, Tallinn 10117, Estonia

All rights reserved @ 2021 crowdestor.com

info@crowdestor.com

For investors: +371 2809 0606

For borrowers: +371 2560 6954

Crowdestor uses different types of cookies. They differ

by their purpose of use and duration of storage. Over

time, the cookies used may be updated and adapted

for the needs of improving the quality of service

delivery
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